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we’re not even sure where to start on this one. laputa: castle in the sky from the classic 1990 kirby team of animation gurus shigeru miyamoto, makoto kobayashi and takashi yanase. in it a pair of children, one human one
laputa, must use the magical power of four keys to free this floating island from evil clutches. also this movie has a lot of fantasy swords. with all the doomsday news about the coronavirus pandemic, cant help but think
about some of the best cartoon movies that have ever been made in history. from the simple and cute, to the grandiose and imaginative, its safe to say that there has been no shortage of fantastic animated movies to
enjoy. from the best and brightest classics from the 1960s and 1970s, to the original greats and more recent blockbusters, you cant go wrong with any of these incredible animated movies. plot: a kid with remarkable

athletic abilities and a typical suburban american family takes an unexpected trip into the supernatural world. during their adventures they encounter many mystical creatures and learn how to use their magical powers to
become real heroes. the kids only hope is to return home in one piece and save their dying world from destruction. with all the doomsday news about the coronavirus pandemic, cant help but think about some of the best
animated movies that have ever been made in history. from the simple and cute, to the grandiose and imaginative, its safe to say that there has been no shortage of fantastic animated movies to enjoy. from the best and

brightest classics from the 1960s and 1970s, to the original greats and more recent blockbusters, you cant go wrong with any of these incredible animated movies.
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for most of the 2000s, after the toho co. shutdown the anime and manga studio and the american animators who had previously written material for toho returned from the usa to japan to create their own anime. some of
these series survived in various forms. one that did not was the first of those adaptations of jules vernes isle of the dangerous sea called rakudai rurouni kenshin. created by naoko takemoto and tohru fujisawa and released
in 1986 the series was only 4 episodes long. however, it became a cult favourite. in it a small band of wandering samurai come across a towering statue of the fictional character kenshin, a 19th century sword master from
the previous series. this causes misfortune for them all as kenshin is in fact a giant baby made by another dragon. this show is all about ninjas that eat glass and exploding nuns! and as such, i’m talking about ninja scroll.

ninja scroll was this little silent animated movie that came out in 1986, and became an instant cult classic that has stayed with me to this day. its got this really important movie and bonsai tree pairing, though i’m not quite
sure what that means. that is, i don’t think the movie is about plants, but i just really like the idea of birds watching over the blossoms of a bonsai tree, so, there. anyway the movie is about this group of ninjas, who travel
throught time to assassinate the other important buddhist figures of japan. and then they have to hide in the garden of the shogun for a few days before they can escape. the show is available on netflix’s other streaming

apps, or you can download it to your phone. all the episodes are available on amazon prime. if you enjoyed this video, please give it a thumbs up. and subscribe. 5ec8ef588b
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